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The limitations for the use of the spectral functionS in the process3Hese,e8Nd has been investigated in a
kinematical regime constrained by the conditions that the three-nucleons3Nd center-of-mass energyE3N

c.m.

ø150 MeV and the magnitude of the three-momentum transfer,uQW uø600 MeV/c. Results based on a full
treatment of the final state interaction are compared to the spectral function approximation. In the case of
proton knockout in the direction of the photon kinematical conditions have been identified where both response
functions,RL andRT, can be well approximated byS. These conditions occur for certain low missing momenta
and missing energies but not in all cases. So care is required. In case of neutron knockout onlyRT is a
candidate for an approximate treatment byS. In the case ofRL the concept of usingS is not valid in the studied
kinematical regime. This does not exclude the possibility that beyond that regime it might be useful. Possible
applications usingS for the extraction of electromagnetic form factors of the nucleons are pointed out.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The se,e8Nd reactions have been widely analyzed in the
past using the concept of the spectral function. This quantity
has been introduced for instance in the work of Refs.[1,2] in
the context of inclusive electron scattering on3He. In the
following it has been intensively investigated by Ciofi degli
Atti and collaborators[3–7] and Sauer and collaborators
[8–10] as well as other groups. For heavier systems there is
a rich literature where that tool has been also extensively
used[11]. More recent work can be found in Refs.[12–14].
In [12] effects of polarizations are included.

The description ofse,e8Nd reactions using the spectral
function is an approximation. It is based on the simplifying
assumption that the nucleon is knocked out as a free particle
and only the remaining nucleons interact among themselves.
Thus for a3He target only a final state interaction between
two nucleons is considered. Also the antisymmetrization of
the knocked out nucleon with the other two nucleons is ne-
glected. This picture appears to be reasonable if the knocked
out nucleon receives all or essentially all of the photon three-
momentum, which moreover should be not too small. Of
course that simplification of the description was also en-
forced in the past by the simple fact that the complete final
state interaction could not be controlled.

Over the years it has become possible to take FSI among
the three nucleons completely into account in the case of3He
[15]. We present such a solution and critically investigate the
simplified picture leading to the spectral function. Our
framework, however, is still nonrelativistic, which forces us

to stay below the pion threshold, thus below about
150 MeV 3N c.m. energy. In order not to induce too high
nucleon momenta, which also would require a relativistic
treatment, we restricted the three-momentum of the photon
to the maximally allowed values of 600 MeV/c. Though this
is already a too high value, we used it to get a first indication
whether there will be a tendency that at the higher momenta
the final state interaction might decrease. Also we expect that
this violation will not be too severe to prevent a reasonable
insight into the failure or validity of the assumptions under-
lying the simplistic picture of the spectral function.

The paper is organized as follows. Section II is a brief
reminder of the definition of the spectral function and of the
complete formulation for the final state interaction in case of
3He. The two relevant pairs of kinematical variables for
se,e8Nd processes are the missing momentum and missing
energy,k and E, and the virtual photon momentum and its
energy,Q andv. So in Sec. II we also illustrate the mappings
of the two related regions in thek-E andQ-v planes. In Sec.
III we compare the spectral function under various kinemati-
cal conditions to results taking the full final state interaction
into account. This investigation is performed for proton and
neutron knockout from3He. We summarize in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

We regard the semiexclusive process3Hese,e8Nd in par-
allel kinematics, where the nucleonN is knocked out with
the momentumpW1 parallel to the virtual photon momentum
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QW . In the unpolarized case the cross section is simply given
as

d6s

dEe8 dVe8 dV1 dE1
= sMottE dp̂fvLRL + vTRTg

m2pp1

2
,

s1d

since the response functionsRTT and RTL vanish under the
parallel condition[16,17]. The functionsvL andvT are stan-
dard kinematical factors. The two response functionsRL and
RT are expressed in terms of the nuclear matrix elementsN0
andN±1 as

RL ;
1

2o
M

o
m1,m2,m3

uN0spW1,pW2,pW3;M,m1,m2,m3;n1,n2,n3du2,

RT ;
1

2o
M

o
m1,m2,m3

suN1spW1,pW2,pW3;M,m1,m2,m3;n1,n2,n3du2

+ uN−1spW1,pW2,pW3;M,m1,m2,m3;n1,n2,n3du2d, s2d

whereM, m1, m2, m3 are the initial3He and final 3N spin
magnetic quantum numbers, andn1,n2,n3 are isospin mag-
netic quantum numbers needed to identify the nucleons in
the final state. The direction(magnitude) of the relative mo-
mentum of the two undetected nucleons is denoted byp̂spd
and the nucleon mass bym. The matrix elementsN0 andN±1
are driven by the charge density operator and spherical com-
ponents of the transverse current operator, respectively. In
general the nuclear matrix element has the form

Nm ; kC f
s−du jmsQW duC3Hel, s3d

where f comprises the momenta and the magnetic spin and
isospin quantum numbers of the three final nucleons. We
shall concentrate here on the complete break up and refer the
reader for the case of thepd breakup to Ref.[18]. As has
been shown in Ref.[18], Nm can be represented as

Nm = kf0us1 + Pd jmsQW duC3Hel + kf0us1 + PduUml, s4d

where the auxiliary stateuUml obeys the Faddeev-type inte-
gral equation

uUml = tG0s1 + Pd jmsQW duC3Hel + tG0PuUml. s5d

The ingredients in Eq.(5) are the free 3N propagatorG0, the
NN t-operator generated via the Lippmann-Schwinger equa-
tion from any modern NN interaction, and a suitably chosen
permutation operatorP [19]. The statef0 in Eq. (4) is a
plane wave, antisymmetrized in the two-body subsystem,
wheret acts. For a generalization of Eqs.(4) and(5) includ-

ing a three-nucleon force we refer the reader to Ref.[18]. In
the present study we restrict ourselves to NN forces and al-

low only for one-body currentsjmsQW d. It is illustrative to
present the physical content of the expressions(4) and(5) in
the following way. If one iterates the integral equation and
inserts the resulting terms into(4) one arrives at the infinite
sequence of processes shown in Fig. 1.

In the second row there is no final state interaction and the
photon is absorbed by nucleons 1, 2, and 3. The next three
rows include rescattering processes of first order in the NN
t-operator(denoted by a circle). Then follow processes of
second order int, third order, etc. That complete sum of
processes is generated by solving the integral equation(5).
Now taking only the first diagrams in rows 2 and 3 into
account underlies the concept of the spectral functionS. The
corresponding expression is

Nm = kf0us1 + t23G0d jmsQW ;1duC3Hel, s6d

where the argument 1 in the current explicitly indicates that
the photon is absorbed only on one nucleon, numbered 1 in
our notation. That approximation, the two encircled diagrams
in Fig. 1, will be called in the following FSI23 for short and
stands for final state interaction in the spectator pair(23).
Related to that nuclear matrix element is the spectral func-
tion S. It is defined as

Ssk,Ed =
mp

2

1

2o
M

o
m1,m2,m3

E dp̂uÎ6kn1n2n3ukm1m2m3ukpWkWus1 + t23G0duC3Helu2. s7d

FIG. 1. Diagrammatic representation of the nuclear matrix ele-
ment for the three-body electrodisintegration of3He. The open
circles and ovals represent the two-bodyt-matrices. Three horizon-
tal lines between photon absorption and forces, and between forces
describe free propagation. The half-moon symbol on the very right
stands for3He.
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The arguments ofS are the magnitudek of the missing mo-
mentum

k ; uQW − pW1u s8d

and the excitation energyE of the undetected pair. Nonrela-
tivistically,

E ;
p2

m
, s9d

wherep is the relative momentum of the undetected nucle-
ons. Comparing the expression(7) for S to the ones forRL
andRT under the FSI23 approximation one finds

Ssk,Ed =
1

2
mp

1

sGEd2E dp̂RLsFSI23d

=
1

2
mp

2m2

Q2sGMd2E dp̂RTsFSI23d. s10d

This inserted into(1) yields the well-known relation between
the cross section and the spectral function

d6s

dEe8 dVe8 dV1 dd E1

= sMottFvLsGEd2 + vT
Q2sGMd2

2m2 GSsk,Edmp1

; seNSsk,Edr f . s11d

Here the nonrelativistic phase space factorr f is simply

r f = mp1S1 +
2Ee

m
sin2ue

2
D s12d

and the unpolarized electron-nucleon cross section in the
nonrelativistic approximation reads

seN= sMottFvLsGEd2 + vT
Q2sGMd2

2m2 G 1

1 +
2Ee

m
sin2ue

2

.

s13d

(Note we always keep the kinematical factors related to the
electron relativistically). The central question we want to an-
swer in this paper is, how reliable that approximation is.
Clearly, this will depend on the kinematic regime. Here we
shall restrict ourselves to photon energiesv and momenta

Q= uQW u such that the 3N c.m. energy in the final state is es-
sentially below the pion massmp,

E3N
c.m.= v −

QW 2

6m
+ e3 ø mp s14d

(to be exact we consider cases withE3N
c.m.ø150 MeV) and

Qø600 MeV/c That Q value is in fact already somewhat
too high to use strictly nonrelativistic kinematics and to ne-
glect relativistic corrections in the current and the dynamics.
But we consider this small excursion to be justified to ac-
quire a first insight into a decline of FSI with increasingQ
values. Qualitatively, we do not expect a change of our re-

sults if relativistic structures will be incorporated. We shall,
however, not enter into the kinematic regime with even
higherQ values and/orE3N

c.m. significantly greater thanmp.
The kinematical restriction imposed above leads to the

domainD in the Q-v plane shown in Fig. 2.
Using the energy and momentum conservation in nonrel-

ativistic kinematics leads to the following connection be-
tween the variablesv, Q andk, E:

v + e3 =
sQ ± kd2

2m
+

k2

4m
+ E, s15d

where in(14) and(15) e3 is the negative3He binding energy.
The sign −s+d refers to 0øp1øQ sp1ùQd, respectively.
Thus taking a pairQ-v in D provides a relation betweenE
and k. It is a simple matter to map the domainD into the
domainD8 in thek-E plane. This is shown in Fig. 3 encircled
by the roughly horizontal line aroundE=140 MeV and the
vertical line atk=3 fm−1.

To illustrate the mappings we also display in Fig. 3 a few
examples for the continuously distributedk-E pairs to each
fixed Q-v out of D. We see that for fixedQ the sequence of
curves shifts upwards and to the left with increasingv. Once
the bended curves hit thek=0 axis there appears a branch
related to the other sign ofk in Eq. (15) reaching again to
nonzerok values. As will be clear below we are especially
interested in theQ-v pairs which lead to curves in thek-E
plane ending up nearE<0 andk<0.

As is obvious from Eq.(15) that mapping fromD to D8 is
not one-to-one.

Thus, for eachk-E pair, only a relation betweenQ andv
is determined. Again quite a few examples are displayed in
Fig. 2. In this paper we investigate only theQ-v pairs within
the domainD. For the pairs outsideD a relativistic treatment
is obligatory and therefore outside the scope of this paper.
For a better orientation of the reader, the chosenk-E pairs are
among the ones displayed in Fig. 4.

FIG. 2. The domainD in the Q-v plane forE3N
c.m.ø150 MeV

andQø600 MeV/c. The additional lines correspond to fixedsk,Ed
values. Solid lines are fork=0.1 fm−1, dashed fork=0.25 fm−1,
dotted fork=0.5 fm−1, dashed-dotted fork=1 fm−1, double-dashed
for k=1.5 fm−1, and triple-dashed fork=2.7–2.9 fm−1. The thick-
ness of the lines increases with increasingE; it is minimal for E
=5 MeV and maximal forE=140 MeV. Note that we restrict our-
selves to the “less relativistic” case in Eq.(15) (the minus sign), for

which upW1uø uQW u.
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In order to investigate the usefulness ofSone can use Eq.
(10) and replace the response functionsRL, RT evaluated un-
der the simplifying assumption FSI23 by the full response
functions taking FSI completely into account. This is re-
quired for the cross section given in Eq.(1). Let us call the
resulting expressionsSLsFulld andSTsFulld, respectively. It is
also of interest to neglect any FSI but keep all three terms in
row 2 of Fig. 1. This we call the symmetrized plane wave
impulse approximation, PWIAS, since then antisymmetriza-
tion is fully taken into account, and the resulting quantities
will be denoted asSLsPWIASd andSTsPWIASd. Finally, one
can assume only the very first process in Fig. 1 to be present,
leading toSLsPWIAd andSTsPWIAd. In this manner we can
compareSsk,Ed to the other three choices of dynamical in-

put. Eachk-E pair fixes according to Eq.(15) v if Q is given.
Thus we shall plot the fourS’s for fixed sk,Ed as a function
of Q; in other words as a function of the electron kinematics.
By constructionSLsPWIAd, STsPWIAd andSare functions of
k andE only and do not depend onQ. This, however, does
not hold for SLsPWIASd and STsPWIASd and the results
based on full treatment of FSI,SLsFulld andSTsFulld.

Obviously Eq.(15) can also be written as

v + e3 = E1 +
k2

4m
+ E s16d

with E1=p1
2/2m. ThereforeE1 can be equally used as the

abscissa. Note, however, that the differentE1’s belong to
different electron kinematics. This is one way to represent
our results starting from fixedsk,Ed values.

We shall also provide examples using a fixed electron
kinematics and plot the results as a function ofE1, which is
more natural in relation to the experiment.

III. RESULTS

In all calculations the AV18 nucleon-nucleon potential
[20] has been used without its electromagnetic parts. It is
plausible to assume for the parallel kinematics considered in
the paper that meson exchange currents(MEC) do not play
any essential role. Thus we concentrate on the FSI effects
and neglect any contribution from MEC.

Under the simplifying assumptions represented by the two
encircled diagrams in Fig. 1, the response functionsRL and
RT are directly linked to the spectral functionS, as shown in
Eq. (10). In order to achieve insight under which conditions
this form has validity, we shall cover the domainD8 in Fig. 3
by a representative grid ofsk,Ed points chosen in Fig. 2 and
marked by squares in Fig. 4.

To each such pair corresponds a quadratic relation be-
tween the photon energyv and its three-momentumQ, as
given in Eq. (15). This traces out a curve and examples
thereof are shown in Fig. 2. We shall now choose those
curves inside the domainD and compare the spectral func-
tion S to the expressionsSLsFulld andSTsFulld evaluated un-
der the full sequence of rescattering processes, and further
compareS to SLsPWIASd andSTsPWIASd taking the correct
antisymmetrization into account but neglecting any final
state interaction and finally we compareS to SLsPWIAd and
STsPWIAd keeping only the very first process in Fig. 1. The
results are displayed in Figs. 5–13.

Let us first concentrate on the full calculation represented
by a solid line in comparison to the spectral functionSgiven
as a dotted line in case of the proton knockout process(lower
panels). We show only examples from thek-E pairs in Fig. 4
since the patterns are similar. For thek-E pairs (0.1 fm−1,
5 MeV) and (0.5 fm−1, 5 MeV) the two curves approach
each other with increasingQ values in our domain. Turning
to largerE values likeE=20 and 40 MeV, we see that this is
true atk=0.5 fm−1 but not atk=0.1 fm−1. We looked at fur-
ther k-E pairs as shown in Fig. 4 and found a region in the
k-E plane indicated by the open squares, where the full result
deviates more and more fromS with increasingQ. At k

FIG. 3. The domainD8 in the k-E plane forE3N
c.m.ø150 MeV

and Qø600 MeV/c. The solid lines correspond toQ
ø600 MeV/c, dashed lines toQø500 MeV/c, dotted lines toQ
ø400 MeV/c, dashed-dotted lines toQø300 MeV/c, double-
dotted lines toQø200 MeV/c. The lines thickness increases with
v: the thinest line stands forv=50 MeV, then come the thicker and
thicker lines forv=100, 150, and 200 MeV, respectively.

FIG. 4. The same domainD8 shown in Fig. 3 in thek-E plane
resulting fromE3N

c.m.ø150 MeV andQø600 MeV/c together with
sk,Ed points for which the relatedQ-v curves are displayed in Fig.
2. For thek-E pairs corresponding to solid squares the full result in
the case of proton knockout has a tendency to approach the spectral
function S with increasingQ, whereas this is not the case for the
k-E pairs corresponding to the open squares. For the three points
marked with3’s the allowedQ range is too small to describe the
trend.
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=0.5 fm−1, however, for all studiedE values the full result
has a tendency to approachS with increasingQ. The reason
for that different behavior is not known to us. Contributions
to the full result arise in addition to the two processes under-
lying S from the absorption of the photon by the other two
nucleons, like in the second row of Fig. 1 and from rescat-
tering processes among all nucleons and to all orders. All
those complex amplitudes of similar magnitude strongly in-
terfere with each other. A careful consideration of the terms
in Fig. 1 beyond the ones leading toSappears therefore to be
advisable to stay on the safe side.

That behavior is qualitatively similar forRL and RT. For
the otherk-E pairs the FSI23 approximation leading to the
spectral function is by far not sufficient and the full rescat-
tering takes place. But in all those cases at least we see a
tendency that the full result comes closer toS for larger and

larger Q. We also show the very first process in Fig. 1 de-
noted by PWIA and a second case where the correct antisym-
metrization is kept but no rescattering process is allowed.
This we denote by PWIAS. Figures 5–13 exhibit different
situations in relation of the PWIAS versus the PWIA results
and the PWIA versus the FSI23 results. In nearly all cases
shown symmetrization in plane wave approximation
(PWIAS) is quite unimportant except sometimes at the small
Q values. In the cases(1.5 fm−1, 75 MeV) and (2.7 fm−1,
125 MeV) symmetrization, however, is quite important. All
that is easily understood regarding the momentum values for
the two additional processes of PWIAS. In the case of PWIA
the 3He wave functionC3HespW ,qWd is evaluated forpW = 1

2spW2

−pW3d andqW =pW1−QW . For the two additional processes present

in PWIAS the corresponding arguments arefpW = 1
2spW1

−pW2d ,qW =pW3−QW g and fpW = 1
2spW3−pW1d ,qW =pW2−QW g. Interestingly

in case of Figs. 12 and 13 the PWIA and FSI23 results agree
very well. Thus the final state interaction among the two
spectator nucleons is negligible. If additionally the symme-
trization and all of the final state interaction were negligible,
one would have a perfect view right away into the3He wave
function, sinceS evaluated under PWIA condition displays
directly the magnitude of the3He wave function.[This is

FIG. 8. The same as in Fig. 4 fork=0.5 fm−1, E=20 MeV.

FIG. 5. The spectral functionSsk,Ed and results based on the
form given in Eq.(10) but using different dynamical assumptions
for the response functionsRL andRT as a function of the momen-
tum transferQ for a fixed sk,Ed pair: k=0.1 fm−1, E=5 MeV. Top
figures describe the neutron knockout and bottom ones the proton
case. The longitudinal(left figures) and transverse(right figures)
response functions are employed. PWIA(dashed-dotted line),
PWIAS (dashed) and Full results(solid line) are shown. The FSI23
result(dotted) is the spectral functionSsk,Ed, which is independent
of Q like the PWIA result.

FIG. 6. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=0.5 fm−1, E=5 MeV.

FIG. 7. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=0.1 fm−1, E=20 MeV.
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obvious from Eq.(7) if one drops the contribution propor-
tional to t23G0.] That neglect is, however, not justified as
documented in Figs. 12 and 13. Already the correct antisym-
metrization, which is independent of FSI changes the results
totally.

In Ref. [13] Ssk,Ed is displayed together withSevaluated
under the PWIA condition. They essentially agree fork
ù1.5 fm−1 along E=k2/ s4md. As examples one could take
k=2 fm−1 corresponding toE<40 MeV ork=3 fm−1 with E
about 90 MeV. This suggested direct insight into the3He
wave function. In view of our results shown in Figs. 12 and
13 this suggestion is not valid if the electron kinematics be-
longs to the domainD.

This does, of course, not exclude that outside ofD the
situation might be more favorable to such an ideal situation.
In Fig. 2 one can see that for those pairs ofk-E values there
are continuousv-Q pairs, where such an ideal situation
might exist. This requires, however, above all a relativistic
treatment and taking all the additional dynamical ingredients
into account, which is outside the scope of the present study.
Please also note that for c.m. 3N energies above the pion
threshold no nuclear forces comparable in quality to the ones
below are available.

Regarding now the neutron knockout even at lowk-E
values the spectral function in case ofRL is insufficient. For

RT, however, the situation is quite similar to the proton
knockout. Thus neutron knockout for3He without separation
of RL andRT is not suitable for that application of the spec-
tral functionS.

We must conclude that for most of theQ-v values in the
domainD the use of the spectral function is quantitatively
not justified and identifying experimentally extractedS func-
tions after integration overE with the 3He momentum distri-
bution is not correct. It is only for a certain group of very
smallk-E values(both) and for proton knockout thatSLsFulld
andSTsFulld approachSat the higherQ values in the domain
D.

It is at least that “corner” of thek-E domain where the
theoretical prediction should be valid since only the NN
t-matrix together with the3He wave function enter at low
momenta. Therefore precise data there would be quite impor-
tant to validate at least that expectation. For other regions
insideD the full dynamics is acting.

In actual experiments it is natural to present the data for
the process3Hese,e8Nd for a givenQ-v pair as a function of
E1, the energy of the knocked out nucleon. In this case the
k-E values trace out a curve in the domainD8 as shown in
Fig. 3. Of course investigating such a scenario there will be
no new information beyond the one we already displayed.

FIG. 9. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=0.1 fm−1, E=40 MeV.

FIG. 10. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=0.5 fm−1, E=40 MeV.

FIG. 11. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=0.1 fm−1, E=40 MeV.

FIG. 12. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=1.5 fm−1, E=75 MeV.
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Nevertheless since this is what appears naturally in an ex-
periment we would like to show the correspondingS curves
now as a function ofE1. First we choose proton knockout
and takeQ-v values which in thek-E plane lead to curves
ending up in the “corner,” where bothk and E are rather
small. As seen from Eq.(15) and displayed in some ex-
amples in Fig. 3 suitable cases arev=100 MeV, Q
=400 MeV/c; v=100 MeV, Q=500 MeV/c; v=150 MeV,
Q=600 MeV/c.

In all these casesk and E get very small whenE1 ap-
proaches its maximal value. This is illustrated in Figs.
14–16. We restrict ourselves to the upper end of the energy
E1 since only thereS andSsFulld approach each other.

We see a very nice coincidence ofSwith the full results at
the upper end ofE1, both forRL andRT. Thus the full cross
section can be rather well represented by the spectral func-
tion approximation.

As counterexamples one can choosev=100 MeV, Q
=200 MeV/c; v=200 MeV,Q=300 MeV/c shown in Figs.
17 and 18. We see indeed, that there is no agreement ofS
with the full results, neither in relation toRL nor to RT and
the approximation usingS is not acceptable.

In the case of neutron knockout onlyRT can be approxi-
mated by the spectral function and therefore the approxima-
tion of the full cross section is not suitable. We show in Figs.
19 and 20 only two examples, forv=100 MeV, Q
=500 MeV/c andv=150 MeV,Q=600 MeV/c.

Finally one example is displayed in Fig. 21 forv
=100 MeV andQ=200 MeV/c, where the spectral function
even forRT is not a sensible approximation.

One has to conclude that the spectral functionS is not a
good tool to analyze neutron knockout inside the domainD
except for specialQ-v pairs at the upper end ofE1 in case of
the transversal response.

FIG. 13. The same as in Fig. 5 fork=2.7 fm−1, E=125 MeV.

FIG. 14. The spectral functionSsk,Ed for the proton knockout
(dotted line), full results based on the form given in Eq.(10) for the
response functionsRL (dashed line) and full results for the response
functions RT (solid line) for a fixed sQ-vd pair: v=100 MeV, Q
=400 MeV/c as a function of the ejected proton energyE1 for the

parallel kinematicspW1u uQW . The corresponding values ofk andE are
also indicated.

FIG. 15. The same as in Fig. 14 forv=100 MeV and Q
=500 MeV/c.

FIG. 16. The same as in Fig. 14 forv=150 MeV and Q
=600 MeV/c.
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Finally we would like to add a remark on the extraction of
electromagnetic form factors of the nucleons. In the case that
the FSI23 approximation is valid or in other words the use of
the spectral function is justified, the electromagnetic form
factors are directly accessible. As seen in Eq.(11) a L-T
separation provides direct access to both,GE andGM. It ap-
pears interesting to check that approach first in the case of
the proton knockout, where the form factors are known. In
the case of the neutron knockout the transverse response
function RT can be well controlled under the kinematic con-
ditions discussed above and therefore access toGM

n appears
possible. In the case ofGE

n it might also work at higher
energy and momentum transfers, which are however outside
the kinematic regime investigated in this study.

IV. SUMMARY

We reviewed briefly the formulation of the full treatment
of the final state interaction for the process3Hese,e8Nd in the
Faddeev scheme. We showed that the processes underlying
the concept of the spectral function are just the very first two
diagrams in an infinite series of diagrams caused by rescat-
tering and complete antisymmetrization. The spectral func-
tion S is directly related to both response functions,RL and
RT, under those simplifying assumptions. We used the same
formal relation which leads toS but now working with the
response functions which include the complete final state
interaction. This leads to quantitiesSLsFulld and STsFulld,
which can be compared toS. The comparison was restricted
to a kinematical regime where a nonrelativistic treatment ap-
pears mostly justified. Thus we restrictedE3N

c.m. to be below
the pion threshold, more precisely to stay below 150 MeV

and the magnitude of the photon momentumQW to be below

FIG. 17. The same as in Fig. 14 forv=100 MeV and Q
=200 MeV/c.

FIG. 18. The same as in Fig. 14 forv=200 MeV and Q
=300 MeV/c.

FIG. 19. The same as in Fig. 15 for the neutron knockout.

FIG. 20. The same as in Fig. 16 for the neutron knockout.
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600 MeV/c. This defined a domainD in theQ-v plane. The
kinematical conditions for parallel knockout lead then to a
quadratic equation connectingQ-v to k-E, the missing mo-
mentum and missing energy. Thus the domainD is mapped
into a domainD8 in thek-E plane and vice versa. Our results
show that for proton knock outSLsFulld and STsFulld agree
with the quantityS (appropriately corrected by electromag-
netic form factors and kinematical factors) if both k and E
are very small. Unfortunately this is not always the case and
we identified a certain region of smallk values where with
increasingQ SLsFulld and STsFulld deviate more and more
from S. Therefore the validity of that approximation must be

checked in each case. For the rest of the domainD8 in the
k-E plane the use ofS is not a valid approximation. Specifi-
cally there occur intriguing cases, where insideD8 S coin-
cides with the most simple approximate treatment of the pro-
cess, namely pure PWIA. This suggests a direct view into the
3He wave function. However, this is quite misleading under
the kinematics investigated here since even the complete an-
tisymmetrization totally destroys that simple picture not to
speak of the final state interaction of the knocked out
nucleon with the other two.

In the case of neutron knockout, onlyRT can be approxi-
mated byS under certain kinematical conditions(low k-E
values). In the case ofRL the smallness ofGE

n in relation to
GE

p leads always to an important contribution of the absorp-
tion of the photon by the two protons, which then by final
state interaction knock out the neutron. SoRL in the case of
neutron knockout cannot be approximated byS in the kine-
matic regime investigated in our study.

Finally we would like to stress that the concept ofSmight
be useful to extract electromagnetic nucleon form factors if
the kinematical conditions are suitable. In that case only the
NN t-matrix and the3He wave function at low momentum
values enter, where both ingredients should be fairly well
under control.
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